Fundamental challenges and opportunities for preparative supercritical fluid chromatography.
The use of supercritical fluids as mobile phases in chromatography was suggested nearly fifty years ago. In spite of some major potential advantages, this mode of chromatography, generally known as SFC, is only now beginning to be considered by the mainstream community but it still does not yet enjoy a popularity comparable to those of gas or liquid chromatography. This seems to be largely due to a combination of (1) the serious instrumental difficulties that took many years to solve; (2) the complexity of the behavior of supercritical fluids in chromatographic systems when their temperature, pressure, or composition changes; (3) the long-lasting absence of any substantial incentive to use more complex systems, when the simpler and more robust approaches provided by HPLC are available. This situation, however, has begun to significantly change during recent years. The incentive of employing green, sustainable technologies in industrial processes as well as in analyses is increasing. Because mobile phases generally used in SFC tend to be less environmentally harmful and less expensive than those used in HPLC, SFC presents strong economical and regulatory advantages over the latter technique. Added to that, steady advancements in LC techniques in the last three decades has solved many instrumental difficulties related to SFC, which is now taking full advantages of many of these advances. One factor, however, has remained mostly unresolved. A clearer understanding of the physico-chemical behavior of supercritical fluids in preparative chromatographic columns under nonlinear conditions is still needed. This seems to be the main obstacle to the establishment of SFC as a sustainable separation tool. One aim of this review is to highlight these issues in more detail through a survey of the state-of-the-art techniques available for the design and operation of SFC. Another aim is to outline a possible series of investigations, which are necessary to develop a better physical understanding of SFC.